Academic Libraries of Indiana Scholarly Communication Committee  
November 12, 2015  
Minutes

Present
David Dunham, Shayna Pekala, Cheri Smith, Franny Gaede, Matthew Shaw, Beth Whipple

• Agenda Item: Identifying a digital humanities / digital scholarship center to partner with for THATCamp Indiana 2016. Pre/Post-Conference TEI workshop or standalone?
  
  • If we host THATCamp in Notre Dame, would want to host a programmatic workshop in Indy. Notre Dame THACmp in late April, early May. Space would host roughly 50. Timing is more difficult during the semester. Cheri will speak with Julie Vecchio. Possibly on a weekend?
  
  • IUPUI and IU Bloomington both host TEI workshops. IUPUI Digital Humanities Librarian, Caitlin Pollock, would want to be involved. Also have a group of people who can go around and help people one-on-one if it’s a larger group than usually attend. Looking at early March for this.
  
  • If Michelle Dalmau at Bloomington would like to come help, that would be great. Jere and Shayna are going to talk with them. Maybe also a more advanced workshop?
  
  • Suggestion to form a relationship with State Library, ILF, PALNI, etc. to help fund some of this programming
  
• Post-meeting homework: Cheri is going to speak with Julie Vecchio about the space for THACmp. Jere is going to speak with Caitlin Pollock and Shayna is going to speak with Michelle Dalmau about hosting a standalone TEI workshop and whether there is interest in a more advanced workshop, too.

• Agenda Item: PressForward-based scholarly communication blog
  
• Need to discuss who the audience is and what the goals of this might be. People are feeling overwhelmed and don't want to add “one more thing to read.” Create a narrow and relevant scope for this project.

• Post-meeting homework: Check out DHLib and/or DHNow and the PressForward plugin. Think about question for the board.

• Question for the board: What is a relevant scope for ALI? What does ALI need to know about scholarly communication?